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Abstract. Based on the principle of sliding and rolling substitution, combined movable tooth 
design, approaches were presented to eliminate the slip phenomenon, ensure the pure rolling 
contact of meshing pairs and realize pure rolling movable teeth transmission. According to the 
coordinate condition of elastic deformation, force analysis was conducted on the meshing pairs 
of rolling movable teeth transmission. The mathematical model of meshing force was 
established to analyze the meshing force between shock wave cam, central wheel and movable 
tooth, the engagement position of maximum contact force was determined, which can provide 
reference for the further strength check and structure optimization design. 
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1 Introduction 
A new type of movable teeth transmission, pure rolling movable teeth transmission, is proposed after 
roller movable teeth transmission in[1-2]. With the rapid development of industrial machinery, the 
dynamic performance of transmission mechanism is improved gradually, the range of transmission 
ratio is expended increasingly [3]and the multi path or speed transmission is realized. This is such that 
promoted the development and research of two-stage drive in [4-5], especially the type synthesis and 
design of two-stage movable tooth transmission are proposed in [6]. Meanwhile, the rolling tooth 
transmission is planar multi-tooth meshing and belongs to statically indeterminate problem that is 
complex stress state in [7-8]. In this paper, rolling movable teeth transmission dynamics model is es-
tablished with deformation coordination equation and meshing force of movable teeth meshing pair is 
analyzed and calculated. Besides, according to the Hertz contact theory, the contact stress of meshing 
pairis analyzed. This is such that played a guiding role for analysis and synthesis of the existing roller 
movable teeth transmission and development of a new type pure rolling movable teeth transmission. 

2 The principle of pure rolling movable teeth transmission 
The pure rolling movable teeth transmission consist of a shock wave cam H, an active tooth frame K, 
a center wheel K and some movable tooth. The design factors of pure rolling movable teeth transmis-
sion must ensure that there are pure rolling contact characteristics between meshing components. Ac-
cording to the principle of sliding and rolling substitution, the local degree of freedom is formed in the 
composition of two higher pair elements, and the relative sliding phenomenon is eliminated. The most 
effective method of mechanism design is to replace the integral type movable teeth with the combined 
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movable teeth that is made up with movable teeth axis 4, needle roller bearing 5 and needle roller 
bearing 6, and is distributed in movable teeth cogging 3.Through needle roller bearing, the local de-
gree of freedom is formed in the composition of two higher pair elements. Pure rolling contact mesh-
ing could be realized between the teeth profile of wave cam and center wheel, between movable teeth 
cogging and movable tooth. For example, center wheel is fixed, wave cam is input and active tooth 
frame is output. When wave cam rotates at a constant speed, the movable teeth center is always at the 
point where the theoretical profiles of wave cam and center wheel intersect and rotate around the axis. 
As output, active tooth frame is pushed to rotate. According to a definite transmission ratio, the teeth 
profile of wave cam and center wheel is insured. The active tooth frame is output with the corres-
ponding reduction ratio. The principle of pure rolling movable tooth transmission is shown in Figure 
1.  

 

Figure 1. Principle of pure rolling movable teeth transmission 

3 The dynamic model for pure rolling movable teeth transmission 
The force analysis of movable teeth in any push travel meshing area is performed. The shock wave 
cam rotates with the angular velocity  and turn  The normal pressure of the shock wave cam to the 
movable teeth is ,and the angle between the direction of the force and the X axis is ; The normal pres-
sure of the center wheel to the movable teeth is ,and the angle between the direction of the force and 
the X axis is .The normal pressure of the active teeth frame to the movable teeth is ,and the angle be-
tween the direction of the force and the X axis is , shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Rolling movable teeth transmission force diagram 

Rolling movable teeth transmission have a half of movable tooth to mesh at any time in theory. 
This complex over-constrained mechanism have complex stress situation. When analyzed the force, 
the deformation compatibility equation is considered. The method for force analysis of each level 
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transmission is similar. The force analysis of the rolling movable teeth transmission is carried out by 
taking the three-tooth difference shock cam rolling movable teeth transmission as an example. As-
suming that combined tooth and the center wheel, active tooth frame and the shock cam are small de-
formation, and the friction force is not considered. Three teeth difference shock wave cam is the cen-
tral symmetry mechanism. When the shock wave cam rotates at the push stroke, the combined mova-
ble tooth are situated in three regions of the relative rotation centersymmetrically. In addition, the 
force condition of the corresponding combined movable teeth in the three meshing regions is symme-
tric about the center of rotation. So any push travel meshing area of combined movable teeth is se-
lected to take stress analysis. 

The force balance equations of the movable teeth are as follows 
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Where is the acceleration of the movable teeth center in the X direction is the acceleration of the 
movable teeth center in the Y direction. Assuming that the input torque is, the number of movable 
teeth within each of push travel meshing area is n. Due to the sum of torque of the rotating shaft of the 
force H that is F's reaction force is equal to the input torque acting on the shock wave cam. Three push 
travel meshing area are central symmetry. Therefore, torque balance equation of shock wave cam is 
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Where is the distance from the center of rotation to the center of i movable teeth.  
As shown in Figure 3, O is the center of rotation of the shock wave cam, is the geometric center of 

combined type movable teeth. There are contact deformation at three meshing point of each combined 
type movable teeth. Interaction of three-contact deformation could lead to shock wave camrotating a 
very small angle. At the contact point of the movable teeth and the shock wave cam, due to three con-
tact deformation lead to the fact that the displacement of this point along the direction of is .At the 
same time displacement  lead to shock wave cam rotating a very small angle . The relations of the 
parameters are as follows 
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Where are respectively normal contact deformation of the shock wave cam, the central wheel and 
the movable tooth frame. i=1,2,…,n. 

 

Figure 3.The deformation coordination diagram of the movable teeth meshing pair 
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According to the deformation compatibility condition, this small angle that the contact deforma-
tion of each movable tooth in the meshing state lead to the shock wave cam to rotate is the same at the 
instant of each meshing.=+1(i=1,2,…,n-1).Therefore, the deformation coordination relationship of two 
adjacent movable teeth at the same meshing state could be obtained. 
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The relationship between meshing force and contact deformation of the combined movable teeth 
meshing pair could be obtained. They are correlated variable. 

The relationship between meshing force and contact deformation of shock wave cam, central 
wheel, movable tooth frame, combined type movable teeth are as follows  
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Where are the curvature radius of the shock wave cam and the central wheel at the engaging posi-
tion, respectively; are the curvature radius of the shock wave cam, the central wheel and combined 
movable teeth at the contact position. Positive sign express outer contact and negative sign express 
inner contact. 

The main structure parameters of the selected rolling movable teeth transmission are: base circle 
radius R=40mm, lift h=4mm, movable teeth axis radius=3mm, combined movable teeth mesh width 
B=12mm, meshing teeth number =12, shock wave cam teeth number =3, center wheel teeth number 
=9, transmission ratio i=4. Elastic modulus of materials E=210Gpa, Poisson ratio u=0.3, input torque 
=20Nm.According to the formula (1) to (5), using the solving equations of movable teeth meshing 
force solved by MATLAB programming, the meshing force curve of movable teeth could be obtained. 
As shown in Figure4. 

represent meshing force change with relative rotation angle of movable teeth to shock wave cam 
between shock wave cam and movable teeth; represent meshing force change with relative rotation 
angle of movable teeth to shock wave cam between central wheel and movable teeth; represent mesh-
ing force change with relative rotation angle of movable teeth to shock wave cam between movable 
teeth frame and movable teeth; In the process of combined movable tooth from meshing to exit, 
meshing force with relative rotation angle of movable teeth to shock wave cam change constant be-
tween shock wave cam and movable teeth, between central wheel and movable teeth and between 
movable teeth frame and movable teeth. Changing from zero to large, then became stable, and then 
gradually reducing to zero, overall change is flat. The meshing force between central wheel and mov-
able teeth is the maximum, which between shock wave cam and movable teeth is followed, which 
between movable teeth frame and movable teeth is the minimum. 
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Figure 4.Curves of meshing force between movable teeth meshing pairs 

4 The manufacture of prototype 

According to the above research, the prototype of pure rolling movable teeth transmission was manu-
factured, shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Prototype of pure rolling movable teeth transmission 

1 is shock wave cam, 2 is movable teeth, 3is movable teeth carrier, 4 is center wheel. The prototype operates well 
without teeth profile interference. 

5 Summary 

According to the principle of sliding and rolling substitution, a combined type of movable teeth is 
designed and pure rolling movable transmission is realized. Based on the elastic deformation coordi-
nation condition, the force mathematical model of meshing pairs of pure rolling movable teeth trans-
mission is established. The variation trend of meshing force between the movable teeth and shock 
wave cam, center wheel and movable teeth is obtained using the MATLAB programming. Meshing 
position of maximum meshing force in the transmission process is ensured. A prototype is manufac-
tured and some experiments will be conducted in the future.  
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